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EXHIBITOR TESTIMONIAL, RENAULT VANS
We thought this year’s show was very
good – although the CV Show sets a
high bar as it’s consistently good
every year – and the fact that the
Show attracted over 20,000 visitors
was exceptional.
Our highlight of the show was revealing
the Renault Alaskan concept vehicle,
which will be new to the pick-up market
when it’s released next year. We were
also able to effectively exhibit editions of
the Trafic and Master vans, as well as a
new electric version of the Master van.
Being able to get these products in front
of such a wide audience was a massively
beneficial experience for us.
This year’s CV Show allowed us to
effectively showcase our products to over
20,000 potential customers from
the industry.

The CV Show is one of those rare events
where everything is very straightforward,
the organisers are a pleasure to deal with,
so you can always rely on the fact that the
Show will be good. As an exhibition, the
Show really excels. In its current format, I
don’t really see how it can get any better. It’s
not too big, it’s not too small, they get the
right number of visitors and it’s at a good
time of year. Mark Waller,
Senior Communications Manager

EXHIBITOR TESTIMONIAL,
LDV
This year’s CV Show was exceptionally
good. We had more brand awareness
compared to previous years and a lot
more interest from fleet operators.
The highlight for LDV was the debut of
our first EV, the EG10, which we had at
the stand. We were also showcasing future
products from SAIC Maxus, the manufacturer
of LDV. Another highlight was just listening
to the comments from the journalists and
general public and their feedback on the
vehicle itself, which was extremely positive.
I thought the CV Show was very well
organised. It’s very well advertised and there
were an exceptional number of people there
every day. Even down to the basic logistics
of getting in and out of the event, everything
ran very smoothly.
The CV Show has given everyone the
opportunity to come to one event and view
not just vehicles, but also the body side of
things and the various applications from
shelving to converters and component
suppliers. It’s a one-stop shop for anyone

looking for commercial vehicles or for kitting
them out. It’s a great event.
It’s an exceptional show and a perfect
venue. We have plans for next year. Our first
year at the CV Show was the official launch
of LDV, and we showcased new products,
such as the electric EV80 in left-hand drive.
This year we showed the EG10, which is
a smaller electric vehicle. The intention is
to have a production model at the CV Show
next year in right-hand drive. Also, next year
we’ll be unveiling the new facelifted V80.
Mark Barrett, General Manager

THE CV SHOW IS BROUGHT TO YOU BY:

EXHIBITOR TESTIMONIAL,
MONTRACON

For Montracon, this year’s Show
was very good and well organised.
On some days we were busy from
morning until night, and the quality
of customers this year was very
strong. From our point of view,
the Show was really fruitful. We
actually took a number of orders
at the Show itself, which was great
for us. On the whole we thought
the Show was superb.
For us, it was great to be so busy
throughout. We put a lot of effort
into it so were very pleased with
the stand, as we were in the perfect
position in my opinion.
We were able to sell two of the
show vehicles from the stand,
which was a great result, and one
of the double-deck curtainsiders
we showcased has been out on
demo with several customers
ever since the show, so we were
definitely able to showcase our
products in a good fashion.
Next year we might actually
increase seating for our stand due
to the high turnout, so we may
need a few thousand more chairs!
The location and timing of the
show is perfect and I can’t think of
any way to improve the Show.
Paul Avery, Managing Director
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